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Hydrodynamic simulation of subpicosecond laser interaction with solid-density matter
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The interaction of ultrashort subpicosecond laser pulses with initially cold and solid matter is investigated in
a wide intensity range (1011 to 1017 W/cm2) by means of the hydrodynamic codeMULTI-FS, which is an
extension of the long pulse version ofMULTI @R. Ramis, R. Schmalz, and J. Meyer-ter-Vehn, Comput. Phys.
Commun.49, 475 ~1988!#. Essential modifications for the treatment of ultrashort pulses are the solution of
Maxwell’s equations in a steep gradient plasma, consideration of the nonequilibrium between electrons and
ions, and a model for the electrical and thermal conductivity covering the wide range from the solid state to the
high temperature plasma. The simulations are compared with several absorption measurements performed with
aluminum targets at normal and oblique incidence. Good agreement is obtained by an appropriate choice of the
electron-ion energy exchange time~characterized by 10 to 20 ps in cold solid Al!. In addition we discuss the
intensity scaling of the temperature, of the pressure, and of the density, where the laser energy is deposited in
the expanding plasma, as well as the propagation of the heat wave and the shock wave into the solid. For laser
pulse durations>150 fs considered in this paper the amount of isochorically heated matter at solid density is
determined by the depth of the electron heat wave in the whole intensity range.

PACS number~s!: 52.50.Jm, 52.40.Nk, 52.65.2y, 52.25.Fi
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I. INTRODUCTION

The achievement of ultrashort laser pulses with durati
around 100 fs and intensities exceeding 1018 W/cm2 has ini-
tiated numerous investigations of laser, interactions w
solid matter in a new regime~see, for example, the review
article Ref.@1#!. In contrast to long nanosecond pulses,
trashort pulses with a high contrast between the main p
and prepulse generate a steep gradient plasma with ty
scale lengths considerably below the laser wavelengthl. As
a consequence, a larger fraction of the laser energy ca
coupled to the solid before it expands@2–4#. Recently, iso-
choric heating of solid aluminum to temperatures of 300
has been demonstrated@5#. Thus matter properties like th
x-ray opacity@6# or the equation of state can be studied
very high densities. Another important aspect is the study
the electrical conductivity in the transition regime from t
solid state to the plasma state@7–10#. As examples for prac-
tical applications we mention the generation of ultrash
x-ray pulses@11# to study rapid changes of material prope
ties@12# or material processing on a very fine spatial scale
means of ablation with ultrashort laser pulses@13–15#. At
very high intensities the generation of high harmonics w
solid targets is also an important issue@16,17#.

The coupling of the ultrashort laser pulse to the de
target is a complex process. It involves the absorption of
laser pulse in the steep gradient plasma, whose expan
cannot be neglected unless the intensity is very low or
pulse extremely short, the propagation of an electron h
wave propagating into the solid, and the generation o
shock wave as a consequence of the high pressure. Hy
dynamic codes are a useful tool for a consistent descrip
of these processes provided the laser intensity is not too h
At high laser intensities (SL) collisionless and relativistic
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~1!/1202~13!/$15.00
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effects become important. For this situation kinetic simu
tions are appropriate@18–24#. Recent particle in cell~PIC!
simulations including collisions@25# indicate that the validity
range of hydrodynamic simulations goes up toSLl2

'1017 (W/cm2) mm2.
In this paper we present a comprehensive study in

regime that can be described by means of a hydrodyna
code. For this purpose we use the one-dimensional hydro
namic codeMULTI @26#, which is based on a one-fluid two
temperature model including electronic heat conduction
multigroup radiation transport. For the equation of sta
~EOS! and the radiative opacities tabulated steady state
ues are utilized@27,28#. This code had been developed
simulate laser plasma experiments with longer~nanosecond!
pulses. In order to cope with the physics of short pulse
teraction, the code was modified at three essential points~1!
light propagation in steep gradient matter,~2! modeling of
the electron collision frequency, and~3! utilization of sepa-
rate EOS’s for the electrons and the ions.

As to point ~1!, Maxwell’s equations are now solved ex
plicitly on a high resolution mesh, whereas in the origin
MULTI code a WKB approximation~resulting in Beer’s law!
was used. Point~2! refers in the first place to the collisiona
absorption of laser light in the interaction layer, but also
the energy exchange between electrons and ions and to
thermal conductivity which is important for the propagatio
of the electron heat wave into the dense target. The mate
state ranges from cold solid to hot ideal plasma, involvi
quite different physical regimes. Whereas in the plasma
gime the electron collision frequencyn is based on Coulomb
collisions and thus}Te

23/2, n is determined in the cold solid
regime by the interaction between electrons and lattice vib
tions ~or phonons! and is therefore proportional to the tem
perature of the heavy particles (}Ti) @29#. By interpolating
1202 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRE 62 1203HYDRODYNAMIC SIMULATION OF SUBPICOSECOND LASER . . .
between these two regimes, approximate formulas for
electric conductivity, the electron heat conduction, and
electron-ion relaxation have been introduced. Concerning
last point~3!, we used theSESAMEEOS@27# calculated sepa
rately for electrons and ions instead of only the total EOS
in the originalMULTI version@26#. The utilization of a real-
istic EOS for the electrons including the transition from t
degenerate to the nondegenerate state is essential be
with ultrashort pulses mainly the electrons are heated.

We would like to emphasize that an important aspect
ultrashort-pulse–target interaction is the strong nonequ
rium between the ions and the electrons. This is because
electron-ion relaxation time, which is in the range of a fe
tens of ps~Refs. @30–32#!, greatly exceeds the duration o
the subpicosends laser pulses considered here. Thus th
temperature is less than the electron temperature by a fa
of 10–100. We will discuss this aspect in detail with
consequences on the results. While it has been consider
the analysis of Priceet al. @10#, no detailed results of plasm
simulations with nonequilibrium electron and ion tempe
tures have been presented to date.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr
in detail the modifications of theMULTI hydrodynamic code
made for ultrashort laser pulses, resulting in the so-ca
MULTI-FS version. Then, in Sec. III we present results f
normal incidence by starting with a comparison with the e
periment of Priceet al. @10#. In detail, we discuss the hydro
dynamic behavior such as the importance of the electron
relaxation in the lower intensity range, the scaling of t
temperature and the pressure with intensity, and the pro
gation of the heat wave and the shock wave.MULTI-FS is also
suitable to simulate oblique incidence. Examples compa
calculations with experiments will be discussed in Sec.
Consequences of using steady state EOS and opacity da
the simulation of the short living femtosecond plasma
addressed in the Appendix.

II. THE MULTI-FS HYDRODYNAMIC CODE

In this section we describe the modifications that w
made to apply the original long pulse version ofMULTI @26#
to femtosecond pulses. For completeness the hydrodyna
equations that are solved byMULTI-FS are presented in Ap
pendix A.

A. Solution of Maxwell’s equations

For the correct laser energy deposition@]SL /]m in Eq.
~A3!# in a steep gradient plasma we solved Maxwell’s eq
tions by the matrix method described in the textbook of Bo
and Wolf @33#. To solve the electromagnetic wave equatio
in an inhomogeneous medium, the profile is subdivided i
small slices characterized by the local refractive indexn̂
5(«)1/2. For a plasma or a metal with the electron densityne
exposed to a high frequency laser field,} exp(2ivLt), with
the frequencyvL andvpe5(4pnee

2/me)
1/2 ~with e andme

the electron charge and mass, respectively!, the complex-
valued dielectric constant« can be written as@33#

«5n̂2512
vpe

2

vL~vL2 in!
, ~1!
e
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where n is the electron collision frequency, which dete
mines the absorption of the laser in the plasma. The valid
range of this relation includes the cold metal, provided t
no resonances due to interband transitions are present.
condition is fulfilled for aluminum in the optical range
which case is considered in this paper@34#.

Since the matrix method requires a very fine grid, w
subdivided the Lagrangian grid that is used to solve the
drodynamic equations.~For the hydrodynamic part of the
calculation a less fine grid was taken in order to save co
putation time.! The values of the temperatures and densit
in the finer grid were obtained by a linear interpolation. Te
showed that good accuracy was obtained when the la
thickness of the fine grid~in the nonexpanded solid targe!
was in the range of 1 Å. The implemented deposition ro
tine allows both normal and oblique incidence withp- or
s-polarized laser light.

B. Electrical high frequency conductivity

The refractive index, Eq.~1!, contains the electron colli-
sion frequencyn. In contrast to long pulses, the laser ener
is deposited by femtosocond pulses in a steep grad
plasma at densities ranging from the critical density up to
solid state density; thusn is needed over a wide temperatu
and density range including the cold solid and the ideal
lute hot plasma. Since a unique theory for the whole rang
not available and more sophisticated models@35–37# are less
practicable for code implementation, we apply existing
sults for the two limiting cases, namely, the cold solid a
the hot plasma, and join them smoothly in the transiti
range. Similar approaches are published in Refs.@38,39#.

For the hot plasma we use Spitzer’s formula for the c
lision frequency@40,41#:

nSpitzer5
4

3
~2p!1/2

Zave4mene

~mekBTe!
3/2

ln~L!. ~2!

Here,Zav is the ionization degree,Te the electron tempera
ture, and ln(L) is the Coulomb logarithm, whereL5@1
1(bmax/bmin)

2)1/2. The maximum collision parameter i
bmax5(kBTe /me)

1/2/max(vpe,vL) and the minimum colli-
sion parameterbmin5max@Zave

2/kBTe,\/(mekBTe)
1/2#. \ and

kB are Planck’s and Boltzmann’s constants, respectively.
In the limit of a cold solid at temperatures below th

Fermi temperature~11.7 eV for Al; see Ref.@29#! the elec-
trons are in a degenerate state. The collision frequency i
longer dependent on the electron temperature, but gove
by the scattering of electrons by phonons or lattice vibratio
@29#. For the corresponding collision frequency we use
formula derived in Ref.@42# for the degenerate matter o
white dwarfs or neutron stars. The result is valid at tempe
tures above the Debye temperature and below the me
point:

nel-phonon5ks

e2

\vF
S 22

vF
2

c2 D F11S 0.13
\vpi

kBTi
D 2G21/2kBTi

\
.

Here,c is the speed of light,vpi the ion plasma frequency
and vF the Fermi velocity@vF5\(3p2ne)

1/3/me#. ks is a
numerical constant, for which the value 13 is given in R
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@42#. We use the constantks to adapt the collision frequenc
to measured values of cold metal~see below!. For cold solid
matter it isvF!c and\vpi!kBTi . Thus we have

nel-phonon'2ks

e2kBTi

\2vF

. ~3!

From Eq.~3! follows a linear rise of the collision frequenc
with the lattice temperatureTi of the solid.

We have interpolated between Eq.~2! and ~3! by using
the harmonic mean:

n215nSpitzer
21 1nel-phonon

21 . ~4!

Figure 1 illustrates the dependence according to this appr
mation for solid aluminum (r52.7 g/cm3) and equal tem-
peratures for the electrons and ions (Te5Ti). Note that this
is different from the situation in a femtosecond plasm
where the ions are much colder than the electrons due to
slow electron-ion relaxation~see below!. The average ioniza
tion Zav in Fig. 1 is calculated by assuming local therm
equilibrium ~LTE! and by using the Thomas-Fermi approx
mation given by More@43#. Figure 1 exhibits the two limit-
ing regimes at high and low temperatures with the sca
}Te

23/2 and}Ti , respectively.
At room temperature the value ofn has been adapted t

the value following from the measured reflectivityR50.92
for Al in the range of visible light. From the relation

FIG. 1. Collision frequency of solid Al as a function of th
temperatureTe5Ti ~thick solid line!. The thin solid line is the
result of the interpolation Eq.~4!, the dashed line the upper limit o
the collision frequency given by the requirementle.r 0.
i-

,
he

l

g

R5U n̂21

n̂11
U2

~5!

with n̂ given by Eq.~1! one findsn58.531014 s21 @assum-
ing an ionization ofZav52.5 for cold Al ~see Ref.@43#!
corresponding to a free electron densityne51.5
31023 cm23]. This value ofn ~valid for Al! is consistent
with the valueks59.4 for the numerical constant in Eq.~3!.

The maximum value ofn according to Eq.~4! is reached
in Fig. 1 at temperatures of a few eV where the aluminum
in a degenerate state. In this range the high@Eq. ~2!# and the
low @Eq. ~3!# temperature approximations are no long
valid: Eq. ~2! is invalid because degeneracy and ion corre
tion effects have to be considered and Eq.~3! is invalid be-
cause the temperature exceeds the melting temperature
amining the electron mean free pathle , one finds that
around the maximum ofn, le is considerably below the
interatomic distance. To avoid this unphysical behavior~the
thin solid line in Fig. 1! we use a plausible criterion an
require thatle should not be smaller than the ion sphe
radiusr 0:

le.r 05S 3

4pni
D 1/3

, ~6!

whereni is the ion density. This criterion is equivalent to th
requirement

n,ve /r 0 . ~7!

As the characteristic electron velocity we useve5(vF
2

1kBTe /me)
1/2, which approaches the Fermi velocity in th

cold solid and (kBTe /me)
1/2 in the hot plasma. This limit is

plotted by the dashed line in Fig. 1. Since the electric re
tivity is }n, the requirement Eq.~6! or ~7! is equivalent to a
saturation of the electric resistivity, which has been d
cussed in Ref.@7#. We note that the utilization of the satura
tion criterion@Eq. ~7!# in the code has no significant effect o
the calculated absorption presented below. This is becaus
the plasma region, where the laser pulse is absorbed,
interatomic distance remains well below the electron me
free path, at least for the cases presented in this paper~see
Sec. III C!. Thus our results do not critically depend on th
exact value of the limitation of the collision frequency.

C. Thermal heat conductivity

The electron collision frequency is also important for t
thermal heat conductivityk, which is related to the electric
conductivity ~and by that to the collision frequency! via the
law of Wiedemann-Franz:k}sT. In the hot plasma limit
Spitzer’s result @40# is valid: kSpitzer

5k0nekB
2Te /(menSpitzer) with nSpitzer from Eq. ~2!. k0 is a

dimensionless factor, geven byk05de320/(3p). d and e
are correction factors, which are weakly dependent onZav
and tabulated@40#. For fully ionized Al k0510. To extend
Spitzer’s result to low temperatures we use a similar pro
dure as in Ref.@38# and replace Spitzer’s collision frequenc
np by the collision frequencyn obtained by the interpolation
Eq. ~4!. This procedure is justified because the heat cond
tivity of cold degenerate solid metals has, in agreement w
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the law of Wiedemann-Franz, the same proportionality as
Spitzer conductivity, namelyksolid}nekB

2Tet/me where t
51/n is the electron-ion collision time in the solid@29#. Thus
we have

k5k0

nekB
2Te

men
. ~8!

According to this approach the temperature scaling isk
}Te

5/2 in the hot plasma andk}Te /Ti in the low temperature
regime. Consistency with the cold thermal conductivity
achieved by using an appropriate value for the constanks
@of Eq. ~3!#: For Al Eq. ~8! yields with ks52.3 ~correspond-
ing to a collision frequencynel-phonon52.131014 s21) the
thermal conductivity of solid Al at room temperatureksolid
52.4 J (cm s K)21.

D. Electron-ion relaxation

The third important quantity that is related to the electr
collision frequency is the electron-ion coupling coefficientg
in Eqs.~A3! and~A4! ~see Appendix A!. For a hot plasmag
is given by@40#

g5
1

t i

de i

dT
5

3mekBn

mi
2

, ~9!

where de i /dT is the specific heat of the ions, which
3kB /(2mi) in the ideal gas state.t i5mi /(2men) is the char-
acteristic time for heating the ions. The collision frequency
given by Eq.~2! in the hot plasma (n5nSpitzer).

To cover the whole range of temperatures including
cold solid we generalize Eq.~9! by again using forn the
interpolation formula Eq.~4!. To determine the numerica
constantks in this case we need the electron-ion coupli
coefficient for cold solid Al. To our knowledge no measur
values have been reported for Al, which is the element t
has been used in our simulations. But one can find values
heavier elements in the literature, namely, for Cu@30#, Ag
@31#, and Au@32#. These data have been obtained in pum
probe experiments with ultrashort laser pulses by measu
rapid changes of the reflectivity. In these studies the coup
between the electrons and the cold metal lattice is expre
in terms ofg5rg. The values ofg are plotted in Table I
along with the values fort i ,cold5Cl /g, whereCl is the heat
capacity of the cold metal lattice. As seen from Eq.~A4!, the
time t i ,cold describes the heating of the ions during the
teraction of the target with the laser pulse@44#. Table I indi-

TABLE I. Electron-ion coupling constantg and the characteris
tic cold ion heating timet i ,cold5Cl /g. The values for Cu, Ag, and
Au are taken from Refs.@30–32#. The range indicated for Al is tha
used in our simulations.

g Cl t i ,cold

Element (W/m3 K) (J/g K) ~ps!

Al (1.3–2.6)31017 2.43106 10–20
Cu 1017 3.43106 36
Ag 3.531016 2.53106 71
Au (2 –3.5)31016 2.43106 70–120
e

s

e

at
or

-
g
g
ed

-

cates thatt i increases approximately linearly with the ma
mi of the Cu, Ag, and Au atoms. This is expected from t
formula t i5mi /(2men), provided that the electron-phono
collision frequency does not depend strongly on the ato
number. Because of the lower mass of the Al atoms, we h
therefore tentatively used in our calculations the va
t i ,cold520 ps ~corresponding toks513). It must be noted
that the value oft i ,cold is quite sensitive to absorption at low
intensities, because it determines the ion temperature, w
in turn determines the collision frequency in the refracti
index Eq.~1!. To demonstrate this effect we have carried o
simulations with different values for the electron-ion co
pling in the range given in Table I.

We finally note thatt i@tL holds in the whole tempera
ture range and we thus expect from Eq.~A4! ~see Appendix
A! that Ti will always be much smaller thanTe during the
laser heating.

E. Equation of state

The separate electron and ion EOS’s used in the follow
simulations are taken from theSESAME library ~aluminum,
material number 3717, Ref.@27#!. The SESAME data for the
specific internal energy (ee,i) for the electrons and ions, re
spectively, at the solid density of Al are plotted in Fig. 2.
the region above the Fermi temperatureee is given by the
sum of the kinetic energy of the electrons (3/2)nekBTe /r
and the ionization energy. Below the Fermi temperature
electrons become degenerate andee scales}Te

2 . Thus, with
decreasing temperature the internal energy of the elect
drops considerably below that of the ions. For comparis
we have also plotted in Fig. 2ee of a degenerate free electro
gas, which is given by@29#

ee5
p2

4

Te

TF

kBTene

r
. ~10!

The values of a free electron gas are slightly below
SESAMEvalues for solid Al. It should be emphasized that f
subpicosecond target heating only the electron inter

FIG. 2. Specific internal energy of Al as a function of the tem
perature atr52.7 g/cm3 for the electrons and ions, respectivel
The solid lines are taken from theSESAME library. The dashed line
is the electron internal energy of a degenerate free electron ga
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energy is important, because the ion heating is negligible
to the slow electron-ion energy exchange.

We note that the mean ionizationZav needed for the col-
lision frequency@Eq. ~2!# is taken from theSNOP opacity
code. For LTE which has been assumed throughout in
simulations this can be considered as a consistent proce
because the ionization resulting for LTE from theSNOPcode
is very close to the ionization underlying theSESAME data.

III. SIMULATIONS AT NORMAL INCIDENCE

In this section we present simulations performed for n
mal incidence of the laser. We use the experimental dat
Price et al. @10# to demonstrate the validity of the mod
described in the previous section. This experiment was d
with 150 fs pulses atl5400 nm emitted by a frequenc
doubled Ti:sapphire laser. For the laser pulse we applied
time dependenceSL} sin2(pt/2t), with t being the pulse du-
ration ~full width at half maximum! . The target material is
aluminum. All results presented in this section refer to th
irradiation conditions.

Further assumptions~used for all simulations presented
this and the following section! are the following. The targe
is initially at room temperatureTe5Ti50.0258 eV and
solid Al density r52.7 g/cm3. It can be considered as
‘‘massive’’ target, i.e., its thickness is large compared to
depth of the region heated by the heat wave or the sh
wave. The heat flux inhibition parameter is set to the f
streaming limitf 50.6. Its value influences the results only
higher intensities above 1016 W/cm2. The choice off 50.6
is motivated by recent comparisons of hydrodynamic co
calculations with experiments on the heat wave propaga
into the solid showing good agreement forf 50.6 @3,45#. The
multigroup radiative opacities were calculated with theSNOP

code@28# assuming LTE. As discussed in detail at the end
Sec. III C, radiative transport is of minor importance for t
conditions of the present study.

A. Laser absorption

Figure 3 compares the calculated absorption with the
periment. The calculated absorption starts at low intensi
below 1012 W/cm2 with the value 0.08 corresponding to th
reflectivity of cold solid aluminum of 0.92. At intensitie
above 1012 W/cm2 heating of the ions sets in, which en
hances the electron-phonon interaction. Thus the collis
frequency and with it the absorption start to rise. At inten
ties between 1014 and 1015 W/cm2 a maximum absorption
of about 0.3 is reached. At higher intensities the absorp
decreases due to the Coulomb collisions which decrease
collision frequency at the higher temperatures. In this int
sity region from 1015 to 1016 W/cm2 the calculation some
what overestimates the measurement. This may be cause
an overestimation of the ionization due to using the L
approximation, as pointed out in Appendix B. At very hig
intensities above 1017 W/cm2 the calculation underestimate
the experiment. This can be attributed to noncollisional
fects which are not taken into account.

For the low intensity range up to the maximum of t
absorption, the ion temperature is important for the stren
of the electron-phonon interaction, which in turn depends
e
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the electron-ion energy relaxation. To study this effect
did runs with a changed electron-ion relaxation. In t
dashed curve in Fig. 3 our standard value oft i ,cold520 ps
has been reduced by a factor of 2 (t i ,cold510 ps) resulting
in enhanced absorption. The experimental data points ar
between these two cases, which indicates that the typ
cold electron-ion relaxation time is between 10 and 20 p

B. Selected simulation at 1015 WÕcm2

We will now discuss in detail the hydrodynamic behavi
of a selected case, namely, the simulation done at an in
sity of 1015 W/cm2, which is close to the maximum absorp
tion of Fig. 3. The laser conditions are the same as in S
III A. For the electron-ion energy exchange rate we ha
used~as well as in Sec. III C! the valuet i ,cold520 ps.

Figure 4 shows the motion of the Lagrangian cells of t
Al target. The mesh has successively finer zoning toward
irradiated side where most of the interaction takes place. F
ure 4~a! shows the trajectories of cell interfaces at early tim
during the interaction with the laser. The front layers expa
rapidly with velocities up to a few 107 cm/s. As a conse-
quence the laser energy is no longer deposited at solid
sity. This is seen in Fig. 5 which displays a snapshot at
time of maximum laser intensityt5150 fs of spatial profiles
for various quantities. The maximum of the laser ener
depositionD occurs at a density~labeledrD in Fig. 5! that is
almost 10 times below the solid density. The absorbed
ergy is mainly found in the thermal energy of the electro
which are heated up to almost 100 eV. The kinetic ene
due to expansion is at this time only a negligible fractio
('2%) of the thermal energy. The spatial profile ofTe ex-
tends over a larger range compared to the deposition reg
indicating the propagation of a nonlinear heat wave into
solid. The depth of heat wave propagation is given by

xhw'Axt,x5
k

rcp
}leve , ~11!

FIG. 3. Absorption as a function of the laser intensity. Pu
duration 150 fs, wavelength 400 nm.TheMULTI-FS simulations are
done with different electron-ion relaxation times~solid line: t i ,cold

520 ps, dashed line:t i ,cold510 ps). The experimental points ar
taken from Priceet al. @10#
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wherex is the heat diffusivity andcp5dee /dT the specific
heat of the electrons at constant pressure@46#. This formula
yields typical values forxhw of a few tens of nm, as dis
cussed in the next section. The ion temperature is lower t
the electron temperature by more than a factor of 10 du
the slow electron-ion relaxation. The peak pressure in
solid reaches 50 Mbar.

After the pulse is switched off, the heat wave propaga
further into the solid. But its propagation velocity slow
down, because there is no more heating by the laser and
temperature consequently decreases. This is seen in Fi
which shows snapshots of the temperature and density
files after the laser pulse. The density in the heated rang
the solid is initially close to solid density. There is only
little compression caused by the impact of the out-flow
plasma, resulting in an inward motion of deeper layers@Fig.
4~a!#. With time the compression increases and after a
picoseconds a shock wave develops in the solid with a c
pression ratio exceeding 2, as demonstrated by Figs. 4~b! and
6. This happens at a timet* when the characteristic length o

FIG. 4. Motion of the Lagrangian cells for a short~a! and a
longer time scale ~b!. Laser conditions as in Fig. 3,SL

51015 W/cm2.
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hydrodynamic propagation (xhydro5cst* , where cs is the
sound velocity! becomes comparable to the depthxhw of heat
wave propagation, i.e., att* '(1/n)(mi /me)'t i . In the
dense solid Al heated up toTe'10 eV, electron-ion relax-
ation timest i of a few picosends are expected, which is
agreement with the simulation. This type of shock wave
velops under the action of the impulsive load of the expa
ing target material, as discussed in the book of Zel’dov
and Raizer@46# and in Ref.@47#. In the shock front the ions

FIG. 5. Spatial dependence of the electron temperature (Te), the
ion temperature (Ti), the mass density (r), the pressure (p), and
the laser energy deposition (D). Laser conditions as in Fig. 3,SL

51015 W/cm2.

FIG. 6. Temporal development of the spatial distribution
Te ,Ti , andr at later times after the interaction with the laser puls
Laser conditions as in Fig. 3,SL51015 W/cm2.
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are heated, and thereforeTi can exceedTe as seen in Fig. 6
In front of the shock an electron precursor develops due
the electron heat conduction. Similar shock front structu
were observed in Ref.@39#.

C. Intensity scaling

In this section we will discuss how the interaction of t
laser with the target depends on the laser intensity. Figu
shows the dependence of the temperature and the pressu
incident laser intensitySL . Plotted are the maximum value
of Te , Ti , and p at the time of the pulse maximum (t
5150 fs).

Assuming for the intensity scaling ofTe a power lawTe

}SL
a , the simulation yieldsa50.5 for the very low intensity

rangeSL<1013 W/cm2, a faster rise at medium intensitie
1013 W/cm2 to 1015 W/cm2 with a'0.8, and again a
slower increase at the highest intensitiesSL>1015 W/cm2.
This behavior is the consequence of several effects suc
the laser absorption, the depth of the heated target, the
ing of the EOS, and the distribution of absorbed energy o
thermal and kinetic energy. The valuea50.5 at very low
intensities follows from the}Te

2 scaling of the degenerat
electron gas@Eq. ~10!#. Since the kinetic energy~or expan-
sion! is negligible here, the absorbed energy~per area!
ASLtL is recovered in an increase of the internal energy~per
area! dr(ee1e i), wheredr is the heated mass. Furthermor

FIG. 7. Intensity dependence of the maximum temperature~a!
and the pressure~b!. Laser conditions as in Fig. 3~solid lines!. The
dotted line in~a! is the electron temperature reached in the so
target ~see text!. For comparison we plotted also the oscillatio
energy of the electrons@dashed line in~a!# and the light pressure
@dashed line in~b!#. The solid line in~b! is the maximum pressure
and the dotted line the pressure in the deposition zone.
to
s

7
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ion heating is negligible and the electrons are in a degene
state. Thus the specific internal energy is given by Eq.~10!
and we find

kBTe5A4SLAtLkBTF

p2dne

}ASL . ~12!

As discussed below, the heated depth is essentially give
heat diffusion rather than the skin depth, i.e.,d'xhw . In the
range SL<1013 W/cm2 the values of A('0.08), xhw
('35 nm), andne ('1.531023 cm23) do not change sig-
nificantly; this results in the scaling

Te~eV!50.63ASL/~1012 W/cm2!

in good agreement with the temperature plotted in Fig. 7.
higher intensities the situation becomes more complex
cause the EOS changes from degenerate to nondegen
including ionization, and because the absorption and
amount of heated mass exhibit a significant dependence
SL . At very high intensities we have in addition expansi
losses~the ratio of kinetic to thermal energy at the end of t
laser pulse is 18% at 1017 W/cm2).

The maximum electron temperature plotted in Fig. 7~a!
~the full points! is reached at the deposition densityrD ,
which is less than the solid density forSL>1015 W/cm2.
The temperature achieved in the solid target is somew
smaller as indicated by the open circles in Fig. 7~a!. This
temperature drop is needed to drive the electron heat fl
through the expanding plasma from the deposition region
the solid.

For comparison we also plotted in Fig. 7~a! the energy of
the electrons oscillating in the laser fieldEL , given by
Eosc}e2EL

2/(4v2me)}SL . Eosc exceedsTe at intensities of
a few 1016 W/cm2 indicating that above this intensity mod
fications due to kinetic effects such as anisotropic n
Maxwellian velocity distributions must be expected. We no
that according to the Langdon effect@48# deviations from a
Maxwellian velocity distribution may occur even at lowe
intensities, namely, whenZavEosc exceedskBTe . The total
influence of such kinetic effects is hard to predict: while t
Langdon effect would cause a decrease in absorption@48#
one expects an increase in absorption from collisionless
fects @10#.

The ion temperatureTi is considerably belowTe in the
whole intensity range due to the slow electron-ion relaxati
At higher intensities.1015 W/cm2, the ratio Te /Ti be-
comes smaller; this is caused by the fact that the maxim
Ti and of Te do not coincide in space any more: while th
maximum ofTe is in the deposition region in the expandin
plasma atrD,rsolid , the maximum ofTi is at r5rsolid
where the electron-ion collision frequency is high.

The maximum hydrodynamic pressure@Fig. 7~b!# exhibits
a similar scaling to the temperature. The maximum press
is obtained in the solid target, which is efficiently heated
heat conduction. In addition to the maximum hydrodynam
pressure Fig. 7~b! shows also the pressure at the positi
where the laser energy is deposited. For comparison the
pressure is plotted too. While it is considerably below t
maximum hydrodynamic pressure, it exceeds the hydro
namic pressure in the deposition region at intensities abo
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few 1016 W/cm2. Thus modifications caused by the lig
pressure may occur at these higher intensities. Howe
since the plasma scale length is in any case small for
short laser pulses considered here~see below!, one may ex-
pect that profile modifications may become significant
even higher intensities, as has been shown by Peyrusseet al.
@49#. ~Peyrusseet al. found that significant effects caused b
the light pressure require intensities exceeding a few tim
1017 W/cm2 and laser pulses longer than 300 fs.!

The deposition densityrD ~as defined in Sec. III B! is
shown in Fig. 8.rD decreases continuously from intensiti
.1013 W/cm2 and approaches the critical densityrc

'0.025 g/cm3 at SL51017 W/cm2. Figure 8 shows in ad-
dition the electron-ion collision frequency calculated for t
parameters (ne ,Te , andTi) in the deposition regionr5rD

~using ks59.4 in the expression for the electric ac condu
tivity !. The dependencen(SL) reflects the absorption depen
dence in Fig. 3. At intensities betweenSL51014 W/cm2 and
SL51015 W/cm2 where we have maximum absorption,n
reaches maximum values of'431015 s21.

It is instructive to consider some characteristic lengths
the plasma and how they depend on intensity. They
shown in Table II.r 0 , le , L, and ds are the ion sphere
radius, the electron mean free path, the skin depth, and
plasma scale length, respectively. These quantities refe
the parameters at the maximum of the deposition atr5rD at
the time of the pulse maximum (t5150 fs). le5(vF

2

1kBTe /me)
1/2/n is calculated from the ac conductivityn

~with ks59.4). The plasma scale lengthL5r/¹r is taken
directly from density profiles of the simulations. At the hig
est intensitiesSL.1016 W/cm2, L characterizes also th
thickness of the overdense region ranging fromr5rD to r
5rsolid , which is two or three timesL. The plasma scale
length is for all intensities considerably smaller than the la
wavelengthl5400 nm. The skin depth follows from th
imaginary part of the complex refractive index by the re
tion @33# ds5l/@4p Im(n̂)#. The skin depthds given in
Table II is calculated for a homogeneous plasma with
values forne andn taken at the maximum of the depositio

FIG. 8. Intensity dependence of the densityrD in the layer of
the maximum laser deposition~see Fig. 5! and the collision fre-
quencyn in this layer. Laser conditions as in Fig. 3.
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D. These values ofds are approximately equal to the widt
of the deposition profile, as can be seen, for example, in
5.

The propagation depthxhw of the heat wave into the solid
given in Table II is defined as the length over that the el
tron temperature decreases by a factor of 2 in the region
the target which has not yet expanded and is still at so
density. Thusxhw characterizes the amount of solid matt
that is heated isochorically. The values in Table II are tak
from the simulations. They are in good agreement with a
lytical values obtained by means of Eq.~11!. At intensities
<1014 W/cm2 the depth of the heat wavexhw is consider-
ably larger than the skin depthds . At higher intensities the
laser energy deposition no longer occurs in the dense ta
but in the expanding plasma. Therefore the mass heated
rectly by the laser is considerably smaller than the de
target mass heated by the electron heat flow. This is ill
trated by the last two columns in Table II.DmD'rDds is the
mass~per area! of the region where the laser energy is d
posited~defined by the full width at 1/e of the maximum of
the depositionD) and Dmhw5rsolidxhw is the mass~per
area! heated by the electron flow. The values given in Ta
II are taken from the simulations. In the whole intens
rangeDmhw exceedsDmD considerably. The strong decrea
of DmD at SL>1015 W/cm2 is a consequence of the scalin
of ds with the density, which is approximately given byds

'c/vpe}1/ArD; henceDmD'rDds}ArD, i.e., DmD be-
comes smaller with decreasingrD . From these consider
ations it follows that for the 150 fs pulses considered here
heated depth is essentially controlled by electron heat c
duction rather than by the direct laser energy deposition
the skin depth. The situation that the heated depth is de
mined by the skin depth is expected only for much shor
pulses, whenxhw becomes small because of the scaling}At
@see Eq.~11!#.

Comparing the values for the electron mean free pathle
and the ion sphere radiusr 0 given in Table II, we see tha
le.r 0 at all intensities, i.e., the saturation limitle5r 0 is not
reached even at the intensities of highest absorptionSL
51014–1015 W/cm2 wherele has the smallest value.

The skin depthds exceeds the mean free pathle at all
except the highest intensity 1017 W/cm2. Thus the anoma-
lous skin effect@50# is expected only atSL.1016 W/cm2.

TABLE II. Characteristic lengths: ion sphere radiusr 0, electron
mean free pathle , plasma scale lengthL, skin depthds , and depth
of the electron heat wavexhw for different intensities.r 0 , le , ds ,
andL refer to the deposition layer,xhw to the solid target. The las
two columns give the masses~per area! heated directly by the lase
(DmD) and by the electron heat flow (Dmhw). Laser conditions as
in Fig. 3

SL r 0 le L ds xhw DmD Dmhw

(W/cm2) ~nm! ~nm! ~nm! ~nm! ~nm! (mg/cm2) (mg/cm2)

1012 0.158 2.0 '0 7.2 36 2.0 10
1013 0.162 1.6 0.3 7.6 32 2.0 9
1014 0.185 0.7 1.2 9.6 22 1.7 6
1015 0.33 1.7 1.3 11 19 0.7 5
1016 0.42 8 4.5 16 30 0.6 8
1017 0.66 90 13 45 52 0.5 14
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1210 PRE 62EIDMANN, MEYER-ter-VEHN, SCHLEGEL, AND HÜLLER
At such intensitiesle also exceeds the plasma scale lengtL
and the depth of the heat wave in the solid,xhw . Conse-
quently our hydrodynamic calculations based on local te
peratures may give incorrect results. However, the elec
mean free path becomes rapidly smaller when the elect
move toward the solid where the density considerably
ceeds the deposition densityrD , to which the values ofle in
Table II refer. ~At SL51017 W/cm2 it is rsolid'100rD ;
thusle is smaller by a factor of'100 in the region of solid
Al.! Therefore it is expected that the electrons will therm
ize quickly in the solid and a diffusive heat wave will st
exist.

Finally we like to note thatMULTI-FS also includes radia-
tive transport and the emission of x rays in the approxim
tion of LTE. Similarly, as observed experimentally~see, for
example, Refs.@51,52#!, the simulations yield a smal
amount of emitted x-ray energyEx compared to the absorbe
energyEabs. The ratioEx /Eabs increases from'0.003 at
SL51015 W/cm2 to '0.03 atSL51017 W/cm2. Thus radia-
tion gives only a small contribution to the energy balan
and the energy transport, i.e., it does not influence the hy
dynamic behavior. More accurate values for the x-ray yi
may be obtained by using the hydrodynamic results
MULTI-FS for postprocessing, i.e., by solving afterward t
rate equations for the populations of the different states
the ions. This was done in Ref.@53#, with the result that the
LTE approximation may even overestimate the x-ray yi
for conditions as considered here.

IV. SIMULATIONS AT OBLIQUE INCIDENCE

As is well known,p-polarized light under oblique inci
dence considerably enhances the absorption; see, for
ample, Ref.@54#. To demonstrate the capability ofMULTI-FS

to describe this situation we have compared the calculat
with two experiments.

Figure 9 shows the measurements of Milchberget al. @7#.
These authors measured the reflectivityR of Al under an
angle of incidence of 45° as a function of the intensity fors-
and p-polarized light. The laser pulse duration wastL
5400 fs and the wavelength 308 nm. The simulations s
at low intensities with the values for cold solid Al (A
55.5% andA510.6% for s- and p-polarization, respec-
tively!. The absorption increases with intensity reaching
maximum of nearly 70% forp-polarized light. Again, as in
Fig. 3, the simulation results are quite sensitive to the cho
of the electron-ion relaxation. The experimental data po
are compatible with values oft i ,cold between 10 and 20 ps

The other experiment is that of Fedosejevset al. @8#. In
this experiment the reflectivity was measured at a fixed la
intensity (SL51014 W/cm2) as a function of the angle, us
ing 250 fs long laser pulses at a wavelength of 248 nm
this example also the simulations well describe the exp
ment ~Fig. 10!. At large angles the measured points som
what exceed the calculation, which is in contrast to the ca
presented in Figs. 3 and 9. A possible reason may be
depolarization of 7% present in the experiment@8#, which
diminishes the difference between the values fors and p
polarization. Thus, in particular for larger angles, the de
larization causes an overestimation of the measured abs
-
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tion for s polarization and an underestimation forp polariza-
tion.

We note that we have plotted in Figs. 9 and 10 the
sorption A512R althoughR was the measured quantity
This is reasonable, because the diffuse scattered light is
ligible @10,8#. The absence of diffuse scattering indicates t
the reflecting layer is nicely plane, i.e., the one-dimensio
plane geometry of the simulations is well matched.

Typical spatial profiles at a fixed time forp-polarized
light are shown in Fig. 11 for the conditions of the expe
ment of Milchberget al. at the intensitySL51015 W/cm2.
At the critical density the deposition peaks strongly, whi

FIG. 9. Absorption at 45° as a function of intensity. Pulse d
ration 400 fs, wavelength 308 nm. The solid line is calculated w
t i ,cold520 ps, the dashed line witht i ,cold510 ps. The experimen-
tal data points~the small dots! are taken from Milchberget al. @7#.

FIG. 10. Absorption as a function of the angle fors- and
p- polarized light. The solid line is calculated witht i ,cold520 ps,
the dashed line witht i ,cold510 ps. The experimental data poin
~the filled circles with experimental error bars! are taken from
Fedosejevset al. @8#.
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gives rise to the enhanced absorption. The model us
MULTI-FS solves Maxwell’s equations with the refraction in
dex Eq. ~1!. Therefore the absorption peak is caused b
standing plasma oscillation driven by the longitudinal co
ponent of the laser field. In reality, plasma waves may
excited. They could cause a wider deposition peak. Ne
theless, the calculated absorption is rather close to the ex
mental value. This can be attributed to the fact that for re
nance absorption the total amount of deposited laser en
is rather independent of the detailed dissipation mechan
@54#.

Because the calculated absorption is close to that of
experiment, one can assume that the hydrodynamic qu
ties are well simulated. Due to the strong deposition at
critical layer the temperature in the expanding plasma
rather high, nearly 400 eV in Fig. 11. There is considera
expansion and the plasma scale length isL'12 nm in Fig.
11. Although the deposition occurs in the expanding plas
at the critical layer, there is sufficient heat flow through t
expanding plasma for efficiently heating the solid to an el
tron temperature of 100 eV. For the conditions of the exp
ment of Fedosejevset al., the calculated maximum tempera
ture forp polarization at the angle of maximum absorption
'50 eV and the plasma scale length'3 nm.

It is of interest to compare the plasma scale length w
the amplitude of the oscillating electrons,

xosc5
eE

mevL
2

'4.3

3„l/~mm!…2„SL /~1015 Wcm2!…1/2 nm.

For the experiment of Milchberget al. one gets atSL
51015 W/cm2 and for p polarizationxosc50.4 nm, which
is considerably less than the plasma scale lengthL
512 nm. Thus so-called vacuum heating@18# is negligible
under these conditions. For the mean free path of the e
trons one finds for the same conditions the valuele
54 nm. This is three times smaller thanL and indicates tha
electron-ion collisions are important for the absorption p
cess. The different characteristic lengths are summarize

FIG. 11. Snapshot of spatial profiles.p polarization, SL

51015 W/cm2, other laser conditions as in Fig. 9.
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Table III, which also includes corresponding numbers for
experiment of Fedosejevset al.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have described the modifications of a nanosecond
drodynamic code that are necessary to simulate the m
physical processes occurring in a plasma created by
trashort subpicosecond laser pulses. Besides a correct
tion of Maxwell’s equations in the steep gradient plasma o
needs a realistic model for the electrical and thermal cond
tivity. To cover a large intensity range from 1011 to
1017 W/cm2, the transition from the degenerate to the no
degenerate regime must be included. This has been don
joining the low temperature regime with dominatin
electron-phonon collisions with the high temperature regi
characterized by Spitzer’s collision frequency. At low tem
peratures we have adjusted the transport quantities to
measured cold material values. An important point of t
paper is the nonequilibrium between the electrons and io
It requires a two-temperature model for the ions and el
trons, taking into account the energy relaxation between
electrons and ions, and separate equations of state for
trons and ions. The model has been applied to aluminum,
it can certainly be used for any metal.

The validity of our model has been tested by compar
measured and calculated absorption. We find good ag
ment for various experiments at normal and oblique in
dence. In the lower intensity range,SL<1015 W/cm2, the
ion-electron energy exchange rate is important. Agreem
with measurements was obtained by choosing an ion hea
time for cold solid Al in the range of 10 to 20 ps, corre
sponding to a coupling constant g5(1.3–2.6)
31017 W/m3 K.

For the laser pulse durations.100 fs considered here
the amount of heated matter is controlled by the depth of
thermal heat wave, which exceeds the skin depth. At hig
intensities the laser is absorbed in the expanding plas
where an ablative heat wave forms. Although the tempe
ture drops in the ablation region, there is still considera
isochoric heating of the solid by the thermal electron h
flow. At the highest intensities 1016 to 1017 W/cm2, large
energy densities of up to almost 1 Gbar are achieva
which have been confirmed by recent experiments@5,45#.
This situation is different from long pulse irradiation where
quasi-steady-state behavior develops and the tempera
drops in the ablation region to small values without sign
cant heating of the solid target@55#.

Of interest is the question at which intensities the hyd
dynamic description with local temperatures is no longer
propriate. The electron mean free path starts to exceed

TABLE III. Characteristic lengths for the conditions of the e
periments of Milchberget al. @7# and of Fedosejevset al. @8# with p
polarization.

SL l L xosc le

Experiment (W/cm2) ~nm! ~nm! ~nm! ~nm!

Milchberg et al. 1015 308 12 0.4 4
Fedosejevset al. 1014 248 3 0.08 0.25
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1212 PRE 62EIDMANN, MEYER-ter-VEHN, SCHLEGEL, AND HÜLLER
typical scale length of the expanding plasma at intensi
above 1016 W/cm2. Thus our hydrodynamic model descrip
tion starts to break down in the absorption region atSL
>1016 W/cm2. However, in the isochorically heated regio
at solid density the mean free path is still small because
the high density. This is confirmed by recent PIC simulatio
including collisions@26#. These PIC simulations, performe
at intensities of 1017 to 1018 W/cm2 at l5400 nm, still
show the development of a diffusive heat wave. Its prop
ties are in approximate agreement with hydrodynamic c
results. Thus it can be assumed that even under these c
tions a diffusive heat wave exists at solid state density. T
has also been confirmed by a recent experiment@45#.
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APPENDIX A: THE HYDRODYNAMIC EQUATIONS
SOLVED BY MULTI-FS

The hydro equations used in this paper differ from t
original MULTI version withTe5Ti of Ramiset al. @26# by
the consideration of the nonequilibrium between the elect
and ion temperatures (TeÞTi). In the following we give the
complete set of equations solved byMULTI-FS:

]v
]t

2
]u

]m
50, ~A1!

]u

]t
1

]~pe1pi !

]m
50, ~A2!

]ee

]t
1pe

]u

]m
52

]Se

]m
2(

k

]Sk

]m
1

]SL

]m
2g~Te2Ti !,

~A3!

]e i

]t
1pi

]u

]m
5g~Te2Ti !. ~A4!

m,v,u,pe,i , andee,i denote the Lagrangian mass coordina
the fluid velocity, the specific volume (v51/r), the pressure
and the internal energy of the electrons and ions, resp
tively. ]SL /]m is the energy deposited by the laser per m
and time.Se is the electron heat flow. The energy exchan
between electrons and ions is described by the coefficieng,
which is discussed in Sec. II D.Sk is the radiative flow of the
photon groupk with energieshnk<hn<hnk11. For details
of the radiative transport, which is of minor importance f
the femtosecond plasma studied in this paper, we refe
Ref. @26#.

APPENDIX B: DEVIATIONS FROM LTE

In the simulations withMULTI-FS we have consistently
used the assumption of LTE for the electron EOS and
opacities. We justify this by the necessity to describe
matter over an extremely wide range from the cold so
state to the ideal plasma. In the following we illustrate
s
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what degree time-dependent effects influence the ave
ionization and what are the consequences on the absorp

At higher intensities, when the laser is absorbed in
expanding plasma, the average ionizationZav is overesti-
mated in LTE. This is demonstrated by Fig. 12, where
have plottedZav for the selected case of Sec. III B in th
front layer where the main deposition occurs. We have co
pared the LTE values byMULTI-FS ~calculated with theSNOP

code@28#; the thick dashed curve in Fig. 12! with the time-
dependent solution, which is obtained by postprocessing
hydrodynamic output ofMULTI-FS with the FLY code @56#.
This code solves the time-dependent rate equations.
postprocessing method is described in more detail in R
@53#. The result obtained in this way by postprocessing
shown by the thick solid curve in Fig. 12, which is signifi
cantly below the LTE result. The physical reason for this
that the ionization rate due to electron-ion collisions is n
fast enough for the rapidly changing density and tempe
ture. Since the electron-ion collision frequency depends
the ionization degreeZav , the absorption may be overest
mated. This could be the reason for the discrepancy in Fig
where in the intensity range 1015 to 1016 W/cm2 the calcu-
lated absorption is somewhat too high.

To get an idea to what degree the absorption is overe
mated, we consider the following arguments. In the selec
case under discussion the main deposition occurs atrD
50.4 g/cm3 at Te'70 eV. Replacing the inhomogeneou
spatial profiles of the simulation by a homogeneous plas
with this density and temperature and a sharp vacuu
plasma boundary, we find from Fresnel’s formulaA50.31,
when we use the LTE ionization for the collision frequen
n52.631015 s21 @see Eqs.~2! and~4!#. We assume that in
a more realistic simulation, which includes the tim
dependent effect onZav , the laser deposition occurs at th
same mass densityrD and temperature. Then the collisio
frequency is reduced to the lower value 1.531015 s21 due
to the lower ionization. For the steplike profile we find in th
caseA50.25. Thus the overestimation ofZav in LTE may
result in an overestimation of the absorption in Fig. 3 by
few percent in the regionSL>1015 W/cm2.

We finally note that the time-dependent solution forZav

FIG. 12. Mean ionization calculated from rate equations~FLY!
compared with the LTE ionization used byMULTI-FS at SL

51015 W/cm2 ~Laser conditions as in Fig. 3.! The thick lines refer
to the layer of maximum laser energy deposition~at the time of the
pulse maximum,t5150 fs), the thin lines to a deeper layer in th
dense target.
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in deeper layers, which are heated isochorically by the e
tron heat wave, shows only insignificant differences co
pared to the LTE solution. Thus, this dense region is w
described by LTE. This is shown in Fig. 12 by the th
rt,
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curves for a 4 nmdeep layer in the target. We also note th
at lower intensities<1014 W/cm2, when the deposition oc
curs at solid density,Zav is well described by LTE for all
layers including the front layer where the absorption occu
ys.
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